Methylation of cytosine in the 5-position alters the structural and energetic properties of the supercoil-induced Z-helix and of B-Z junctions.
The structural and energetic consequences of cytosine methylation in the 5-position on the supercoil-dependent B-Z equilibrium in alternating dC-dG sequences cloned into recombinant plasmids were investigated. The helical parameters determined with the band shift method for right-handed [10.7 base pairs (bp)/turn] and left-handed (12.8 bp/turn) 5MedC-dG inserts were different from the helical repeat values for unmethylated dC-dG inserts (10.5 bp/turn in the right-handed and 11.5 bp/turn in the left-handed form). We analyzed the thermodynamic parameters delta GBZ (free energy difference per base pair between right-handed and left-handed helix structure), delta Gjx (free energy for formation of one B-Z junction), and b (helix unwinding at a junction region) for varying lengths of dC-dG inserts by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and application of a statistical mechanics model. A comparison of plasmids fully methylated in vitro with HhaI methylase and their unmethylated counterparts revealed that delta Gjx is not significantly changed by cytosine methylation. However, this base modification results in an approximate 3-fold decrease of delta GBZ and an approximate 2-fold decrease of the unwinding b at B-Z junction regions. Analysis of a pair of related plasmids, each containing two dC-dG blocks, revealed qualitatively different transition behaviors. When the two dC-dG blocks were separated by 95 bp of a mixed sequence, they underwent independent B to Z transitions with separate nucleation events and junction formations. When the two blocks were separated by only a 4 bp GATC sequence, only one nucleation event was necessary, and the Z-helix spread across the nonalternating GATC region.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)